by John Kasun

The Family Crest
W

hen I studied history in school
as a teenager I was intrigued
by the crest medieval knights
had on their shields and proudly displayed on the walls of their castles. The
family crest normally reflected a statement about the heroic adventures of the
knight and the history of the family. The
crest varied from knight to knight but
most contained images of lions, dragons, swords and giant birds with fiery
eyes and outstretched talons. They were
filled with brightly colored and exciting
symbols of power and strength. Often as
a child I tried to image a family crest of
my very own, but somehow crossed BB
Guns and a dead chipmunk did not seem
to capture the spirit. As the saying goes,
as I grew I put away the things of a child and soon I forgot
about a family crest, that was until recently, but let me start
at the beginning.
Several weeks ago my wife wanted to paint the spare
guest bedroom and somehow in a weak moment she talked
me into helping her. I guess I should have closed the door
to the rest of the house because somehow the paint from
the spare guest bedroom flowed out and soon we were in
the process of painting the entire inside of our home. I say
in the process because I have come to realize that painting
the entire inside of your house at one time is like eating an
elephant with a small spoon. It seems to take forever and by
the time you are half way through you are sick of it. That is
where I soon found myself with this paint job, sick of it.
The interesting part is I don’t think the house liked it
either. I truly believe that objects like a house, a car or a bow
can actually have a personality. You do something to them
that they don’t like and they do something to you that you
won’t like. I should have known better when my wife said
as she started this painting project, “This won’t be hard and
it shouldn’t take any time at all. As a matter of fact it should
be fun.” Compared to painting, having a kidney stone is fun.
Having your release go off halfway back during the draw and
you wind up punching yourself in the mouth is fun. Painting
is not fun.
After we started this painting job, a whole lot of stuff
at my house decided to stop working for no reason. For

example, someone explain to me why
my hallway closet light doesn’t work
anymore since I painted the inside of
the closet? The doors on my kitchen
pantry that used to get along just fine
with each other no longer want to close
and I haven’t seen the keys to my ATV
in six weeks. I took off all of the wall
switch plates to make it easier to paint.
I cleaned them and put them back on
and guess what? Wrong! I’ll bet you
thought I would be missing one. Nope,
I have an extra one. Unless they were
breeding in the bag I kept them in how
in the world did I get an extra one?
There is only one explanation for
these ghostly happenings, the house
hates me and doesn’t like being painted. For my part I would
be just as happy to call it a draw and quit right now even
though half of my doors are still in the garage waiting to be
sprayed. Personally, I have gotten used to not having any
doors in the house. As a matter of fact it has speeded things
up considerably as I find I am not spending as much time in
the bathroom. It just seems kind of unnatural sitting there
reading with a big hole in the wall.
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Oh and if you don’t believe me about the house doing
some strange things why is it that since I painted the downstairs bathroom the commode won’t flush? Over the past
few weeks I have made so many trips to the basement for the
plunger that I painted it pink, stuck it on the wall and put a
roll of toilet paper on the handle. At least it serves a useful
purpose and it’s there when I need it.
All of this brings me back to my family crest. How you
might ask does any of this relate to a family crest. I firmly
believe that a family crest is something that should reflect
on great achievements or life-altering events. I would have
hoped that mine would have featured a Pope and Young
record animal between crossed bows but alas such is not the
case. Based upon the fact that I will never be done painting
the inside of the house and my commode refuses to flush,
I see my family crest showing crossed toilet plungers and
a paint brush pointing skyward. Not as exciting as a lion or
dragon but it seems to fit my accomplishments to date. I
wonder if it is painful to commit hari-kari with a paint roller?
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String Suppressors, Strings & Cables

Monkey Tails™
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Personalize your Mathews® bow with
Custom Damping Accessories. They’re the
perfect way to reduce post-release
vibration and noise, with style!
Available in 9 different colors.
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Create your custom bow at
mathewsinc.com/build-a-bow
Harmonic Stabilizer ™

Accessories featured on the 2012

Featuring
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A New Alien
Has Landed
From the
creators
of the first
bridged riser.

Introducing..

XT

CNC Machined Riser
6061T6 Aluminum
Alien Carbon FIber STS
Nitro Hybrid Pro Cams

- 330-340 FPS (70#, 30”, 350 gr.)
- 4 lbs.
- 33.25” axle to axle
- 7.25” brace height
- Draw weights 50#, 60#, 70#
- Draw Length 26” to 30.5”
- Let-Off 80% (adjustable)
* Approximate

Hammerhead Bowstrings
BCY Trophy with Gore
Silent Hunter
Arrow Shelf
Saddleback
Thermal Grip
Quick-Lock Stabilizer Insert
Tephlon Cable Slide
PowerTough Limbs
Vibration Vortex V.E.M.

Roto
Roto

Limb Cup

Visit our website: rytera.com
3134 Heritage Rd. - Walla Walla, WA 99362

MADE

IN THE USA
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